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Aging is the trend of the whole world, including china, which is experiencing the 
process as well. At present, aging has a substantial influence on Chinese economy, 
culture, life and so on. Anthropology ,which is good at cultural comparison and micro 
research, should focus on this appearance by its own discipline. But the domestic 
study of the aging is maily in the field of demograply, sociology and so on, which has 
got a lot of achievements. There is still little study by the theory of Anthropology, 
even fewer monographs. The anthor try his pygmy effort for anthropology by a 
village’s old supporting and intergenerational exchange research in the south of 
Fujian. 
Based on Pushan’s old people themselves, the economy, the life and the cultural, 
this dissertation try mainly to understand the aged supporting, sick care and the ritual 
of birthday and funeral, under the perspective of intergenerational exchange. Due to 
the social change, the intergenerational exchange between parents generation and  
offspring generation appears imbalance, in which the seniors have a inferior position. 
The other supporting ways, such as the uxorilocal, the adoption, and Waisun hui zu, 
which emphasize the real value of the supporting. About the practice of social 
insurance in the countryside, the author emphasize on the practice of the New Rural 
Supporting Insurance in village, and illustrate the necessity of  integrate NTSP, family 
supporting and land supporting together, to guarantee the villagers. In addition, in the 
background of intergenerational imbalance, we think that the NTSP is to remain of 
deliberate. Daughter-in-law should take the main responsibility to care of the aged by 
customer. But in reality, the daughters normally play a bigger role in this part. This 
dissertation describes the detail of the ritual of birthday and funeral to state the 
intergenerational exchange should be based on the principles of fairness.  
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